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SUMMARY
101 Data Solutions have always been very committed when it comes to providing a
service for our clients that is reliable and responsive. Successful projects are built on
relationship and trust so we ensure the right amount of time and thought is invested in
all projects to allow a clear understanding of your requirements which in-turn enables
the most positive outcome.

3 RD PARTY SUPPORT

INFRASTRUCTURE RELOCATION

Our IT hardware maintenance and support service provides
organisations with an independent, OEM alternative for
post-warranty IT hardware support on mission-critical,
non-critical and disaster recovery IT assets throughout the
United Kingdom. Instead of upgrading your IT equipment
unnecessarily when the warranty period ends, rely on us to
help you get the most from your CAPEX and OPEX with our
server maintenance and storage support services.

101 Data Solutions oﬀers infrastructure relocation services
that include planning, design and installation of data and
voice network infrastructure at new oﬃce premises.

With highly skilled technical personnel, a sophisticated IT
hardware support infrastructure and proprietary support
tools, we provide expert support for virtually any IT hardware
under one contract, these vendors include: IBM, Dell EMC,
HP, Sun / Oracle, NetApp, Hitachi, Fujitsu and Cisco.

We have the skill set, expertise and most importantly
experience to support and assist you with businesses
oﬃce relocation. We will develop a plan for the relocation
of your computers, servers, network, data / voice wiring
and other infrastructure equipment. We will help you with
provisioning of infrastructure and onsite implementation
management – aspects that are vital to a successful
relocation plan to a new oﬃce space. We can oﬀer
comprehensive insurance so you can rest assured the
relocation is in the safest of hand.

TECHNOLOGY HARDWARE DISPOSAL

PENETRATION TESTING

As experienced technology professionals, we know what is
required to safely, professionally and ethically recycle your
IT equipment. We are fully WEEE compliant and oﬀer a
secure data destruction service to keep your mind at ease.
Using the latest data erasure standards, we can oﬀer ISO
compliant certiﬁcation as part of our recycling process.

101 Data Solutions can supply Crest accredited penetration
testing services. This includes a detailed analysis of the
target systems or networks using a combination of tools and
extensive manual methods to enumerate as many networklevel ﬂaws as possible in the time available. At 101 Data
Solutions, we can help you deliver a cost-eﬀective security
testing strategy customized to your exact requirements.
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